Abstract Vulnerability to poverty has been proposed in the literature as an ex ante measure of poverty risk useful for the identification of those who may fall into poverty in the future (Zhang and Guanghua 2008) . This paper complements the existing literature on vulnerability measures, by investigating empirically how indexes precision varies according to the quantity of information available, in order to understand which is the best predictor of poverty conditional on data at hand. Using the British Household Panel Survey, we show that information quantity affects differently the predictive power of indexes.
nowadays when the global economic crises accelerated and exacerbated disparities by squeezing incomes from work and capital in most countries. Tax-benefit systems, together with fiscal stimuls policies, only partly have been able to mitigate welfare drops and alleviate some of the pain. But, since the economic crisis consequences tend to persist over time, the increasing recognition of the possibility that the most vulnerable individuals could be hit harder, gained the attention of governments, researchers and foundations on economic risk and its role as threat.
In the economic literature there are two concepts related to economic hazard: economic insecurity and vulnerability to poverty. Even if the two have evolved quite independently, they share a common basis. Both deal with an economic risk that produces anxiety (Osberg 1998) and represents a threat (Dercon 2006) , but, according to Osberg (2010) , they differ in terms of countries analysed, perspective and risk exposure consequences.
One of the main difference is that economic insecurity concerns more the ex post subjective measurement of the lack of safety rather than an objective poverty danger as vulnerability to poverty does. Everyone could feel economically insecure but only some individuals, those vulnerable, are likely to become poor in the future. Since vulnerability aims to identify the poor in advance it represents an ex ante information source for policies design that can be used for targeting purposes. Therefore, if the interest is to provide information for refining targeting strategies, vulnerability to poverty is the concern. Chaudhuri et al. (2002) , for example, write that what really matters for forward-looking anti-poverty interventions is vulnerability to poverty. Zhang and Guanghua (2008) argue that measuring vulnerability is important because it allows the identification of those who are not currently poor but may fall into poverty. Vulnerability therefore can be used, once vulnerable individuals are identified, to design appropriate policies to prevent them from falling into poverty. Also Jamal (2009) , by highlighting the distinction between ex ante poverty prevention and ex post poverty alleviation interventions, considers vulnerability assessments as a way to improve risk-management policies.
In the literature there are several vulnerability to poverty measures, all focus on different and equally relevant aspects of poverty risk and are rich in terms of information summarised. It is not possible to distinguish a priori which is the best predictor of poverty, since they favour different sides of the same phenomenon. However, it is possible to assess their predictive power empirically, looking at some precision criteria. Borrowing from Celidoni (2013) , this paper tries to evaluate vulnerability indexes peformances in anticipating poverty, conditional on information available to policy-makers. Especially we are interested in understanding if Celidoni (2013) 's findings, in terms of ranking among indexes, vary according to the number of income observations available for the same household. It could be in fact that some indexes are more precise than other the higher the quantity of information at hand. If this is the case, the choice among vulnerability measures, for targeting refinements, will depend also on the type of information that policymakers have available.
In comparing vulnerability indexes precision, we will take into account also targeting errors. The literature on targeting performance usually distinguishes between two indicators, leakage and undercoverage, to evaluate design issues (Muller and Bibi 2010) . Under imperfect targeting, two types of error can be done. On one hand, one might fail to reach some of the poor individuals (undercoverage or type I error), this type of issue, as Atkinson (1995) noted, creates horizontal inefficiency compared to perfect targeting. On the other hand, benefits could be awarded to non-poor people, and this represents the type II error, whose monetary couterpart is defined as leakage. Both errors cannot be reduced at the same time. But, it can be argued that type I error is more relevant, compared to type II, when assessing indexes performances: identifying as non-vulnerable someone that will be poor in fact is worse that defining as vulnerable someone who will not be poor. We therefore present our results also controlling for low levels of undercoverage.
The outline of the paper is the following: Sect. 2 reviews the literature, Sect. 3 presents the data, Sect. 4 discusses the results and Sect. 5 concludes.
Literature Review

Vulnerability to Poverty
According to World Bank definition (2011), vulnerability to poverty is the probability, today, of being in poverty or to fall into deeper poverty in the future. Vulnerability is very different from the standard analysis of poverty because it recalls an ex ante perspective rather than an ex post assessment, allowing the design of protection policies that can prevent households and individuals from experiencing welfare losses.
The concept of vulnerability to poverty stems its roots in a seminal article by Jalan and Ravaillon (1998) on transient and chronic poverty. Here the authors noticed how in rural China variability in consumption accounts for a large part of the observed poverty: half of the mean squared poverty gap and over a third of the mean poverty gap is transient and directly attributable to year-to-year consumption fluctuations.
While theoretically vulnerability to poverty is almost well-defined as the risk of experiencing poverty, three different definitions can be recognised at the empirical level: vulnerability as expected poverty (VEP), vulnerability as low expected utility (VEU) and vulnerability as uninsured exposure to risk (VER). These definitions are all equally used in literature, since they describe the poverty risk according to three different perspectives.
The very first VEP version translates vulnerability into a probability measure of facing poverty in the future. More precisely, when welfare is defined in terms of consumption or income, then vulnerability of the h-th household (or individual), at time t, is V ht , the probability that consumption or income tomorrow, y h,t?1 , falls below the poverty line, z, that is V ht ¼ Prðy h;tþ1 \zÞ:
Ligon and Schechter (2003) proposed a different measure, based on utility, to take properly into account risk sensitivity. They pointed out that a policy-maker, who allocates resources to minimise the expected value of one of the Foster et al. (1984) (FGT) indexes, would tend to assign too much risk to poorer households. Therefore they defined vulnerability as the difference between the utility derived from some level of certainty-equivalent, z CE , at and above which the household h would not be considered vulnerable, and the expected utility of consumption, c h ,
This approach, while appealing in terms of risk considerations, has some drawbacks since it is necessary to specify a utility functional form for U h and a value for the risk aversion parameter. VEU has been used less extensively compared to VEP because it measures vulnerability in terms of utility units, with a less straightforward interpretation of the results.
The third approach, VER, even if based on intertemporal variability of consumption as VEP and VEU, is very different in terms of perspective: VER is backward-looking. VER is in fact an ex post assessment of the extent to which a negative income shock caused a welfare loss in terms of consumption. This third approach is based on the consumption smoothing and risk sharing literature, where the degree of vulnerability is defined by the extent to which the growth rate of household consumption covaries with the household income growth rate (Skoufias and Quisumbing 2003; Gerry and Li 2010) . VER aims to understand if households are able to mitigate the effects of income shocks through formal or informal insurance strategies: if consumption and income are correlated, then the households use ineffective risk management instruments, increasing their vulnerability to negative income shocks. Using the following equation
where Dc h;t;v denotes the growth rate from t -1 to t of the total consumption of household h in the community v, Dlny h;t;v is the growth rate of income, X is a vector of household characteristics, D t,v are other community or time varying controls and De h;t;v is a household-specific error term, the parameter of interest for VER is b.
In this analysis, since we are interested in the ability of vulnerability measures to identify in advance the future poor, we will focus on the first approach mentioned, VEP, that has a forward-looking perspective and is easier to interpret.
Vulnerability to poverty has been often studied in developing countries (see among others Gaiha and Imai 2008; Imai et al. 2009; Jha et al. 2009; Gaiha et al. 2011 ) because poverty risk is, in relative terms, quantitatively more important, but volatile incomes are commonly encountered also in developed countries and are, under certain conditions, symptoms of being prone to poverty. Bandyopadhyay and Cowell (2007) for instance estimate vulnerability to poverty for the United Kingdom using the VER approach and quantile regressions. They found that, apart from those households around the poverty line, there are some, well away from the poverty zone, that are susceptible to be income shocks vulnerable.
In this paper we will use data drawn from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), the choice is driven mainly by the quality of data necessary to estimate properly vulnerability and to highlight the role of different available information sets. To emphasise the features of each index a sufficiently long longitudinal component is needed and information on the household disposable income has to be collected accurately. The BHPS meets all these requirements.
Measuring Vulnerability as Expected Poverty
In this subsection, we present the vulnerability to poverty measures of Table 1 that we will compare empirically in terms of predicting power using BHPS data. More precisely the estimated indexes are those proposed by Pritchett et al. (2000) and Chaudhuri et al. (2002) (PC), Chaudhuri (2003) (C), Christiaensen and Boisvert (2000) (FGT1 and FGT2) , Calvo and Dercon (2005) (CD rel and CD abs) and Dutta et al. (2011) (DFM1 and DFM2) . We now describe them in detail. One of the first papers formalising the idea of a measure that can predict poverty is Pritchett et al. (2000) , where the authors point out how many households, not currently in poverty, are vulnerable to events such as jobloss, or unexpected expenditures due to illnesses or economic downturns.
According to Pritchett et al. (2000) , vulnerability is a risk measured in terms of probability that the expected income falls the poverty line, z; I[Á] is an indicator function that translates vulnerability into a state variable, by defining a probability threshold, p. The authors observe that everybody face a certain degree of poverty risk, also the richest individuals, therefore, to have a more reliable aggregate measure of poverty risk, called Headcount Vulnerable to Poverty Rate, they introduce the function, I [Á] , that takes value 1 if the probability computed is higher than 0.5, and zero otherwise.
As already noticed in literature this approach fails to consider explicitly the depth of poverty (Hoddinott and Quisumbing 2003) , but this issue has been adressed in Christiaensen and Boisvert (2000) . Christiaensen and Boisvert (2000) 's index echoes the Foster et al. (1984) 's (FGT) index of poverty, where a is the relative weight attached to extreme poverty (FGT1 and FGT2 are computed with a respectively equal to 1 and 2), S are contingences that the individual faces, and p s is the probability that the s-th state occurs, finally I[Á] is a function that allows to consider only those states in which the expected income, y h,t?1 , falls below the poverty line z. According to Kamanou and Morduch (2002) , a possible drawback, when using this index, is that it does not consider properly the persistency of the phenomenon.
Despite the discussed limitations, vulnerability expressed in terms of probability has been widely used because easy to interpret, even if very demanding in terms of data when translated empirically. Estimating Pritchett et al. (2000) 's vulnerability in fact requires some assumptions: to compute probabilities, information about the distribution of income or consumption is needed not only at the aggregate level but also at the household (or individual) level. This is the reason why in the empirical applications, to preserve computational simplicity, the distribution is always assumed to be normal (see among others Azam and Imai 2009; Zhang and Guanghua 2008; Jha et al. 2009; Chaudhuri et al. 2002 , Gaiha et al. 2011 . As the majority of restrictions are imposed by the empirical analysis, part of the literature on VEP has focused on overcoming the data limitations by improving the estimates of income or consumption variability. Chaudhuri et al. (2002) and Chaudhuri (2003) , for instance, using the same measure of Pritchett et al. (2000) , compute vulnerability when only cross-sectional information is available, with a consistent estimate of the variance. Following an axiomatic approach, Calvo and Dercon (2005) proposed other two classes of measures, that satisfy some additional properties to incorporate alternative risk aversion attitudes, more consistent with the empirical evidence. CD rel satisfies the constant relative risk sensitivity, i.e. the efficiency loss due to risk is determined as a constant proportion of expected outcome. CD abs meets instead the constant absolute risk sensitivity, i.e. the efficiency loss is a constant value of y ce Àŷ tþ1 , where y ce is the certainty-equivalent outcome. While different risk attitudes are the main novelty proposed by Calvo and Dercon (2005) in measuring vulnerability, Dutta et al. (2011) have recently highlighted the importance of current living standard in this context, by proposing two indexes. The authors argue that the threat of poverty depends not only on the poverty line, but also on the current living standard that can exacerbate or mitigate against the welfare loss; rather than a general poverty line z, they propose therefore an index of vulnerability based on an individual reference line R(z, y h,t ). Moreover, their measure is flexible enough to account for two opposite effects of the current living standard, positive or negative. The index DFM1 considers a reference line R(z, y h,t ) that reflects the idea of worse consequences in term of vulnerability for those with higher current living standard, while DFM2, on the contrary, accounts for the fact that low current income might exacerbate the potential drops in welfare.
1 In this analysis, the vulnerability index proposed by Kamanou and Morduch (2002) is not considered because defined directly at the society level. Their approach therefore does not aim to identify the vulnerable, but has the purpose to estimate poverty indexes using a non-parametric technique based on a large number of boostrap samples.
All the indexes described so far are rich in terms of information summarised and stress different and equally relevant aspects of poverty risk. More precisely, Pritchett et al. (2000) 's or Chaudhuri (2003) 's index summarises downward and upward variability; the two FGT versions instead focus especially on the downward variability of income and account for different types of weights attached to extreme poverty, highlighting that the magnitude of the shock could be relevant in predicting future poverty. Calvo and Dercon (2005) consider the risk attitude important; and finally Dutta et al. (2011) 's measures are different from the others because they suggest that the current financial situation affects, in two opposite ways, the importance of the potential drops in income. It is not possible to distinguish a priori which is the best signal of poverty, since they favour different sides of the same phenomenon, or which predicts poverty more precisely when for instance a limited number of observations is available. Therefore we try to evaluate their predictive power empirically and classify them according to precision criteria conditional on information at hand.
Data
Vulnerability to poverty will be estimated using data drawn from the BHPS. The BHPS follows a representative sample of British individuals over the period 1991-2005; it was designed as an annual survey of each adult member for a nationally representative sample of about 5,000 households, making a total of approximately 10,000 individual interviews. The same individuals were re-interviewed in successive waves and, in case of split-off from the original household, all adults of the new household were also interviewed, preserving the representativeness of the British population. Additional sub-samples were added in 1997 and 1999, respectively Scotland-Wales and Northern Ireland, to increase the relative small Scottish and Welsh samples size and to cover Norther Ireland properly, for a UK analysis rather than England only. In this analysis sample weights are not used, even if that is the conventional way to mitigate against potential attrition biases and new sub-samples effects. This is because the longitudinal weights supplied in the BHPS refer to a rather specific sample. The results therefore can be sensitive to the characteristics of the data used, especially to information about the net annual equivalized household income, provided for those households in which all eligible adults gave a full interview. The equivalence scale used is the square root of the household size and all values have been expressed in real terms (deflated to January 1998 prices).
As already mentioned, in order to compare indexes precision performances, according to different sets of information, we need a sufficiently large sample for the empirical analysis, with individuals or households observed in several occasions. In order to meet these requirements, we selected all households that were observed every year in the whole period. For each household, the poverty status that we consider to be anticipated is related to the last wave in which it participated, whereas to compute indexes we will exploit data immediately before the last year observed for selected number of waves. Figure 1 represents graphically how information sets are defined.
This strategies helps in looking always at the same households and focus only on the effect of the quantity of information used on predicting poverty. We consider, moreover, only households observed continuously every year for a more straightforward analysis without any complication related to the different timing of data collection, but we will relax this constraint in the robustness analysis.
The final sample is composed by 1,222 households, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 2 . Missing information on education or region was retrieved from the previous waves. For Pritchett et al. (2000) 's and Chaudhuri (2003)'s approach, information about the age of the household head, the percentage of household members respectively with O-level of education or lower, A-level or equivalent and with a degree or higher education, is exploited as well as the percentage of children and earners.
Empirical Strategy
According to Chaudhuri (2003) and Pritchett et al. (2000) 's approach, if a panel dataset such as the BHPS is available, an income generating function can be defined as follows 
where X h is a set of observable household characteristics, b t is a vector of parameters describing the economy at time t, a h is an unobserved time-invariant household-level effect and e h,t represents any idiosyncratic shock that determines the variability of household income. This function will allow us to predict not only the income level at t ? 1, given the information up to time t, but also its variability in the period considered, using the residuals of the model specified. According to this first method of assessing vulnerability as stated in expression 5, it is possible to estimate the conditional probability that the household income falls below the poverty line in the next period of time. Differently from Chaudhuri (2003) , we use income as welfare measure, rather than consumption, simplifying the econometric issues related to predetermined, rather than strictly exogenous variables 2 and the parameters are estimated using a fixed-effect model, where we control for education (with the percentage of household members having O-level or lower as reference category), a quadratic polynomial in (household head's) age, region and time dummies.
The econometric strategy is slightly different if the data considered are cross-sectional: it is not possible to follow households over time, but the heteroskedasticity in the data can be exploited to describe how the income variability changes according to some characteristics. This is the strategy used by Chaudhuri (2003) who estimates the parameters of the Household annual disposable income has been deflated to January 1998 prices and equivalised using the square root of the household size. Poor identifies households whose equivalent annual disposable real income is lower than the 60 % of the annual median value in 2005 specified model through a three-step feasible generalized least squares (FGLS) procedure, suggested by Amemiya (1977) . This strategy imposes the assumption that households with similar characteristics are subjected to the same variability in income. In both crosssectional and panel analysis, normality is assumed to compute probabilities. As a consequence, in expression 6, UðÁÞ denotes the cumulative density of the standard normal,l and r are respectively the estimated expected equivalised disposable income at t ? 1 and the standard deviation; v h;t ¼prðln y h;tþ1 \ ln zjl ln y h;tþ1 ;r 2 ln y h;tþ1
For the FGT version of vulnerability to poverty (Christiaensen and Boisvert 2000) , for Calvo and Dercon (2005) and Dutta et al. (2011) that do not explicitly define an income generating function as in the previous cases, we use as possible income values those already experienced by the household in the past, assuming that the data are informative about all the possible idiosyncratic shocks. In line with parametric estimates of vulnerability to poverty and differently from Celidoni (2013) , probabilities attached to each income drop below the poverty line are computed assuming a normal distribution for each household, centered at the mean of the household annual disposable real income, standard deviation is computed using the same values. Therefore we will have in those cases (as in the panel analysis), one household vulnerability index, based on income values from 1991 to 2004, to compare with poverty in 2005. 3 In order to understand which vulnerability measure can detect with more precision poor individuals in advance, we use the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC), which can provide a summary of the degree to which vulnerability acts as a signal for poverty. This approach was originally used in the field of engineering or disease diagnosis, to measure how a given signal can detect an underlying condition. It has been then proposed also to assess the degree of overlapping between dimensions in the multidimensional poverty framework, see among others Madden (2011) .
In this context income poverty in the last year observed (t ? 1) is the underlying condition, whereas vulnerability indexes, computed on information up to time t, are the symptoms of poverty; by analyzing the ROC curves of each vulnerability measure is therefore possible to understand empirically which index is the most precise predictor of poverty.
To draw the ROC curve, we first define poor those households with equivalised disposable income in the last period observed lower than the traditional relative poverty threshold (60 % of the median equivalised income) and non-poor otherwise. Given the two groups, it is possible to understand, for each index, to what extent the distinction between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households produces the same partition based on the poverty status.
For each vulnerability threshold, we can distinguish the true positive (TP), i.e. those individuals that are vulnerable and poor, and the true negative (TN), i.e. those who are classified as non-poor and non-vulnerable. If the vulnerability threshold identifies as vulnerable someone who is not poor, he or she will be a false positive (FP), while false negative (FN) is someone poor in income but non-vulnerable. The ROC curve exploits this classification to plot, on the vertical axis, the sensitivity or TP rate, TP/(TP ? FN), against 1-the specificity or TN rate, 1 -TN/(FP ? TN), on the horizontal axis, for all possible vulnerability thresholds. The higher the correlation between vulnerability and poverty (the higher will be the sensitivity and the specificity), the more vulnerability acts as a predictor for poverty and, in graphical terms (Fig. 2) , the nearer will be the curve to the point (0, 1). For a more straightforward and intuitive summary of this correlation, we report the area under the ROC curve: the higher is this area the better the signaling.
Even if the area under the ROC curve is a measure of association specifically designed to deal with dichotomous variables, other two alternative criteria are used: the Pearson and the Spearman correlation coefficients. While the ROC curve is appropriate for binary variables, the correlation coefficients reflect the correlation between individuals across the complete distribution of vulnerability and income. Especially, the Pearson coefficient estimates a linear dependence, while the Spearman correlation coefficient is a non-parametric measure of statistical dependence less sensitive to strong outliers that are in the tails.
Results
Before looking at vulnerability indexes, we will briefly report some summary statistics about poverty in our sample in order to highlight those features that might affect our results about identification precision. Among the selected households, about the 59 % never experienced poverty between 1991 and 2005. The remaining 41 %, even if on average faces poverty 5 times over a period of 15 years, is not long-term poor. We provide in Fig. 3 the percentage of households experiencing different numbers of poverty episodes. As we can see, they concentrate especially on one or two poverty episodes, suggesting the transitory nature of the phenomenon that we observe in our selected sample.
We report in Table 3 a summary of the discussed vulnerability indexes, especially the mean value and the standard deviation for the two categories of households, poor and non poor. It is possible to notice that, for every measure, poor households are, on average, more vulnerable than the non poor. The ratio of vulnerability between the two categories is different among indexes and depends also on their functional form. For instance in the UK, according to Pritchett et al. (2000) 's index, poor households are twice more vulnerable in terms of probability, than those who turned out to be non poor, while for the index proposed by Dutta et al. (2011) , when the low current living standard exacerbates the potential drops in welfare, this ratio is much higher.
We now focus on Table 4 to assess whether the index predictive power depends on the available data. We will comment our results according to the area under the ROC curve, our preferred precision criterion. According to previous findings, for every information set, we can distinguish two groups of measures, those with an area sistematically larger than 0.8, that While the between groups classification is stable over different information sets, some indexes show statistically different point estimates of the area between the richest (14 yearly observations) and the poorest (only 2 yearly observations) information set. We provide a graphical representation of those differences in Fig. 4 . Looking at the Figure in fact it is possible to notice that, comparing results between the two information sets, the (2011)'s DFM1 index worsens it. We recall that DFM1 incorporates the idea of worse consequences in terms of vulnerability for those with higher current living standard, which seems to be a reasonably weaker predictor of future poverty compared to other indexes and more information at hand highlights that. Our first results show the role, from the identification point of view, of a long longitudinal dimension to be exploited especially when using particular vulnerability indexes. In line with the literature, therefore we find that a rich longitudinal perspective is an essential ingredient for policy formulation (Jenkins 2007) , especially if we focus on targeting based for instance on panel analysis.
The area under the ROC curve, used so far, can be seen as a criterion for the overall signal precision: all the FP-FN combinations are chosen by varying the threshold that divides vulnerable and non vulnerable individuals. However, in this context, the two types of errors could have a different relevance for assessing the signal precision: identifying as non-vulnerable households that will be poor is worse than defining as vulnerable someone who will not be poor.
Both errors anyhow cannot be reduced at the same time, so that if few FNs are prefererred, a higher error in terms of false positive has to be tollerated and viceversa. A possible strategy to take into account differently the relevance of the two errors, is to choose a specific, high and fixed level of sensitivity and classify the vulnerability measures in terms of specificity. Raking our indexes according to the latter will give us an idea of the identification precision when we tolerate only a certain percentage of undercoverage (or type I error). The rank based on different fixed levels of sensitivity, might not correspond to the overall performance of the indexes among different information sets.
In Table 5 , we report therefore specificity rates given fixed levels of sensitivity, i.e. 85, 80 and 75 %, for the richest and the poorest information set. Especially, the higher the specificity, for a certain sensitivity level, the lower the fraction of false positive and the better the signal. Looking at specificity levels, it can be noticed the same distinction between high-and low-performers also in this case, with the second version of Dutta et al.
(2011)'s measure of poverty risk recording the highest specificity rate. In order to understand the role of the different timing of data collection in this framework, we propose a robustness analysis. All the information sets used so far, considered the most recent income n observations, where n goes from 2 to 14. But it could be the case that policy-makers have discontinuous and not always updated information at hand to exploit for targeting purposes. The role of regular and updated information in predicting poverty can be observed in Table 6 , where we show results in case we have regular observations compared to randomly chosen, among the 14 available, irregular High-performer indexes are reported in italics High-performer indexes are reported in italics observations. To have enough timing variability, we consider the case in which we have half of the available income data per household at our disposal. 5 In Table 6 looking at confidence intervals, it is possible to notice that results either remain stable or, as expected, improve the more recent and regular is the information exploited.
Conclusions
According to the chosen correlation criterion, the ROC curve, which is specifically designed for binary variables, we find that Celidoni (2013) 's distinction between high-and low-performers does not vary according to the quantity of information at hand, but some indexes are more responsive than other to different information sets: Pritchett et al. This highlights that especially high-performer vulnerability measures can be used to support the design of better risk-management and antipoverty policies also in presence of a limited longitudinal data dimension. This facilitates the use of vulnerability indexes to complement the standard poverty risk analysis and provide more insights especially in case of crisis and financial downturns, when the success of generally used strategies for recovery is more unlikely.
Vulnerability measures in fact capture individuals who are exposed to poverty risk and can be used to understand which are the characteristics of the future poor. This ex ante information, by describing the different types of risk, could help in designing better protection policies and prevent households and individuals from experiencing severe welfare losses.
As already emphasised in the literature risk is quite different in size, likelihood, and frequency over time and different features correspond to different implications for the ability to cope with them as well as for policy purposes (Dercon 2001) . Also Morduch (2000) says that it is important considering some of the patterns related to risk, since they have quite different impacts on the ability to cope with them for individuals, households, communities, and other institutions.
Vulnerability to poverty can be used therefore to highlight for instance, whether poverty risk increased because there are more chances of facing adverse events such as unemployement, sickness or disability, or/and because negative shocks become more severe or/ and more unpredictable, see Celidoni (2014) for a proposed decomposition that highlights these three contributing factors of poverty risk. This decomposition as well as similar empirical analysis (e.g. Pritchett et al. 2000) might provide additional important information about why individuals are not able to properly insure against negative shocks that lead to poverty and help policy-makers to improve policies design.
